Safariby
Desıgn

Forget mudbrick walls and
British Colonial
furniture. At
the tiny Molori
Safari Lodge,in
South Africa’s
Madikwe Game
Reserve,
contemporary
design competes
with endless
bush views to
dramatic effect.
By Meg Nolan

The Molori Safari Lodge’s
private boma, ideal for
quiet meals or
sundowners beneath
the stars. Opposite:
Quelea birds soar
above an elephant
in the Madikwe Game
Reserve, just beyond
the lodge’s gate.
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Felled trees are built into
the Molelo Suite, which is
decorated with unusual
finds: Chinese glass
chandeliers, a wooden
fishing boat from
Botswana (hung above
the glass wall) and
floors inlaid with local
river stones.
T OWN & COUN TRY
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EVEN
BEFORE
THE RED
DUST
CLOUD

left by our puddle jumper had dissipated, I found myself seated
in an open-air Land Rover, being instructed to watch for wildlife. “We’re going on a mini game drive to see if we can find the
elephants I saw earlier,” my grinning driver called as he maneuvered the vehicle down a winding dirt track. “And don’t worry
about your bags.” With that, we bounded off into the bush, toward the Molori Safari Lodge, the newest retreat in South Africa’s malaria-free Madikwe Game Reserve. The driver’s cheerful
attitude set the tone for what would be the most effortless and
stylish safari experience I could ever have imagined.
For starters, getting there was remarkably undemanding: a
direct flight from New York to Johannesburg, followed by a
fifty-minute charter right into the park. Bordering Botswana
and spanning 185,000 acres of reclaimed bush, the eighteenyear-old Madikwe reserve is a favorite among wealthy Johannesburg residents, who make the three-hour drive for weekend
jaunts in the wild.
Purists may argue that Madikwe had to import all its game
and is entirely fenced—Kruger National Park, home of the legendary Singita lodges, allows animals to roam more freely—but
for a preservation project, you can’t do much better than this.
The reserve’s healthy population of 8,000-plus animals, among
them cheetahs, hyenas, lions, elephants, black and white rhinos,
buffalo, zebras, giraffes and 340 species of birds, is a testament
to successful animal translocation. Wherever these creatures’
origins, it makes little difference when they are standing inches
away from you—although their beauty is almost eclipsed by that
of the lodge’s five guest cottages.
Owned by Johannesburg natives Ivor Ichikowitz, chairman
of that city’s defense, aerospace and mining concern Paramount Group (and a former member of the African National
Congress), and Kirk Lazarus, a prominent figure in the energy
industry, Molori was built nine years ago as a corporate and

family retreat, which the business partners used to entertain
friends with familiar names. Signatures in the guest book include those of Nelson Mandela and Raila Odinga, the prime
minister of Kenya, who would arrive via helicopter, confident
that Molori’s ninety-acre estate (and the defense pedigree of one
of their hosts) would provide seclusion and security.
Lazarus—who claims to have been a childhood sand-castle
champion—scoured the globe for Chinese drums, Maison &
Objet wall screens and other eclectic pieces. He mixed these
with local artifacts, such as Okavango Delta fishermen’s dugouts,
called mekoro, and design elements made of indigenous materials, like leadwood doors and pebble-mosaic floors.
The intent to stay rooted in the natural environment, despite
man-made flourishes (a one-of-a-kind Fendi daybed, Boffi fans,
priceless objets d’art), was at the core of the vision. Retractable
sliding glass walls in the five cottages and the main lodge reflect
this man-at-one-with-nature approach to design. “They’re like
giant TVs, only live,” Lazarus jokes to guests. Last October, at
the urging of friends and regulars, such as event planner Colin
Cowie, the two men opened their home, which happens to have
one of South Africa’s largest privately owned telescopes, to paying guests who delight, as I do, in finding modern design and indulgent amenities in the most unlikely places.
Before I could even count the staff members singing tribal
songs on our arrival, a cool towel and a glass of some minty, fizzy
concoction were placed in my hands. The hostess, Lida Malherbe, explained the layout of the main lodge, gesturing first at
the bar, which had a zebra-skin rug and circular stone fireplace,
then past the polished grand piano, the lime-green suede sofas
and the laminated wooden coffee table. I privately adjusted my
safari-lodge expectations; there would be no screened windows
or rough-hewn mud walls here. Over a skeletal armchair made
of reeds hung “upside-down” wicker floor lamps from the Belgian firm Sempre; sleek Dedon lounge chairs furnished a teak
pool deck, overlooking the endless panorama of the bush.
My suite, which was one of three (there is also a one-bedroom
and a two-bedroom presidential suite, lest Mandela and Odinga
arrive at the same time), was separated from my fellow guests’
accommodations by tall tambouti and marula trees to ensure
privacy. Its 2,500 square feet included an infinity pool and a
bathroom furnished with a copper tub facing a retractable glass
wall. Beside the bed sat Kartell lamps, at its foot a bleachedcowhide rug. If it hadn’t been for the basket of biltong (dried,
cured meats) and the unobstructed view, I might have forgotten
just where I was.
I stepped into my walk-in closet to find my clothing arranged
neatly and my suitcase stored. In the marble bathroom, even my
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Glass walls fold away
to bring the outdoors into
the Molelo Suite. On the
saligna-wood deck,
hurricane lanterns and
reed furniture surround
a sexy, curvy pool
that looks out over
infinite bushland.
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toiletry bag had been carefully unpacked. With a staff of forty-four
catering to a maximum of fourteen guests, no task, from drawing a
bubble bath with Acqua di Parma products to removing the occasional creepy-crawly from your room, is too big or too small. I
changed into my new khaki gear and retired to my private pool
deck with a cappuccino (made in my room’s Nespresso machine)
to await a knock from the guide, who was to collect me for an evening romp through the bushveld.
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The two daily game drives
are led by Greg Lederle, a
veteran safari guide and
bush expert with fifteen
years’ experience whose bush
walks and leopard-hunting
night drives provide you
with fabulous when-I-wasin-Africa tales. There was no
chance I’d skip the scheduled safari, though it’s hardly
required; Lederle will cater
to your schedule should you
be swayed by the spa treatments, the daybed on the
main lodge’s pool deck or
the decadence of your room.
Meals are just as customizable: jovial chef Willie
Malherbe consults with
guests daily to create multicourse menus showcasing
his organic garden’s produce; local meats, such as
springbok and oxtail; and,
despite our remoteness, a
range of stinky cheeses, cured
meats and freshly baked
breads at breakfast. If I was
in the mood for something
else, chef Malherbe could
arrange it—and bartender
Isaac Modiko would find
the ideal accompaniment.
Molori means “to dream”
in the local Tswana dialect,
and by the end of my stay, I
was definitely in a stupor.
One sensorially overloaded
day flowed into the next, the
passing hours punctuated
by a spa treatment or a lecture on the southern sky. Not until a
staff member packed my bags did the rude awakening come.
Word is that Lazarus and Ichikowitz are expanding their portfolio to include a megayacht off Australia in 2011. I’m curious to
see if this fantasy is transferable: if they can take the carefree
designer-chic safari formula and sail it onto the high seas. Just
in case, I’m investing in some new resort wear. Rates from $1,870
per person per night, all-inclusive; molori.com.
¦
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Bartender Isaac
Modiko makes custom
drinks behind the bar
in the lodge’s living
room, whose walls are
dotted with relics of
safaris past. Opposite,
clockwise from top
left: A pair of giraffes
in Madikwe; a jackal
with her pup; guests
on one of two daily
game drives have a
close encounter with
a lion announcing
his presence.

